In order to solve the poor control problem in the launch control section of folding wing UAV, which is caused by the booster rocket step torque disturbance and wing rocket rotation torque disturbance, the optimal state control algorithm based on optimal quadratic is used to calculate the time range of the control law accessing flight control system, united in the simulation test, the precise time of the control law accessing flight control system to control the rudder finally is determined. Under the optimal control scheme, flight control system can overcome the oscillation in the shortest time and resume the steady state. Through the validation of simulation and experimental, the optimization algorithm makes the effects of the double torque disturbance be smaller, successfully solves the control problem of folding wing UAV during emission, and ensures the high quality of launch control and flight control of UAV.
Introduction
With the miniaturization, integration, intelligent of the avionics and the improvement of the plane load capacity, unmanned attack plane enters the combat aircraft rank of the cluster interference blinding and the fast attack or damage [1] . Thus, in order to the realize the combat mode of strategic significance, it becomes an urgent task to rapidly develop the cluster emission unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).
At present, the typical aircrafts using cluster emission technique at home and abroad are "Hobbit" made in Israel and the a certain type of UAV [2] [3] developed by the Northwestern Polytechnical University. In the two UAVS, the width of launch container is limited by the wing span width of fixed-wing UAV. In consideration of the long-distance transportation, the width of the launch vehicle is limited, thus the amount of loading UAV is limited. If both sides of the aileron are folded, it can greatly reduce requirement of launch container width limited by span width. Currently there are some UAVS with folding wing, such as SU -33 and a series of shipboard aircraft. However, SU-33 need people to help expanding the wing before the launch, spreading control automatically of wings cannot be realized, and it wastes a lot of manpower, material resources and working time [4] . A new type of folding wing UAV has been developed by Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The wing of this new UAV can be spread automatically by the wing rocket, after the UAV is launched out of the container. Under this new technology, launch interval is shortened in ten seconds, and which can achieve rapid build-up and greatly improve the battle fire density and degree of automation.
The outer wings of folding wing UAV are in complex flow region, which is caused by the propeller and the forward flight, and outer wings are acted by many forces. The booster rocket makes UAV in the accelerating state, with the increase of flight speed, and the load on the outer wings is made to be time-variation and nonlinear characteristic by the difference of opening position and rotation angle speed during the spreading process of outer wings. Thus, the control of UAV will be disturbed by the strong torque [5] [6] . If the control law algorithm accesses system too early, the torque disturbance caused by spreading wings is too strong, and the rudder cannot play an effective role. If the control law algorithm accesses system too late, the step disturbance influence caused by the imbalance torque of booster rocket is strong, which will make system oscillation period to be longer, and it is not helpful for the follow-up control system. Therefore, how to select the time of accessing system for the appropriate control law and reduce the disturbance influence of step torque and imbalance torque, becomes the key technique of the flight control system in the launch control phase.
Establishment of UAV Model and Interference Model

Establishment of UAV Model
The flight control system of conventional UAV is the control system with multi channels, in which the input is the state variable of UAV collected by the sensors and the output is the control variable of UAV state equation-output value of each rudder. The linear equation of UAV can be calculated by the small perturbation linearization method, and the state equation can be expressed as:
In equation (1), X is the state variable of the UAV, U is the control variable of UAV, A is the state matrix, B is the input matrix, A and B are obtained from the UAV aerodynamic parameters.
In order to simplify the design of flight control system, according to the symmetry of the UAV along the longitudinal plane, the flight control is divided into longitudinal control channel and lateral control channel which are relatively independent. The angle, height and speed of UAV can be stabilized and controlled by the longitudinal control channel. The flight-path angle, roll angle and yaw distance of UAV can be stabilized and controlled by the lateral control channel.
For UAV longitudinal channels, there is: A n n n n n n n n n n n n n n 
Establishment of the Interference Model
At the early stage of the launch, the UAV control rudders of longitudinal and transverse are locked in a given position. Because of the imbalance thrust of two rockets and other interference factors, UAV rudders appear instantaneous step change, which affects the control system greatly. This interference has a certain relationship with the size of the step signal, which has a functional relationship with thrust error and time of booster rockets. During the spreading of folding wings, the force acted on the outboard wings is very complex, and it is difficult to find the calculating method which can meet the engineering application. Even in the wind tunnel, it is difficult to simulate the overload situation in the launch process of rocket, and the outboard wing spreading disturbance torque y M and the unbalanced disturbance torque x M are estimated only by recursive algorithm and the test data accumulated with real emission mode.
The function between the outboard wing spreading disturbance torque and the time of expansion is shown, such as formula (7):
Thereinto, y M gradually decreases with t increasing. The function between the unbalanced disturbance torque and the time of expansion is shown, such as formula (8):
Thereinto, x M gradually increases with t increasing. will be considered as disturbance term added into the lateral state equation, which is shown as formula (9):
, and it can be considered as the system noise. The specific equation can be obtained by the test data calculation.
Algorithm Design of Control Law Access Time Based on Optimal Control
Optimal Quadratic Algorithm
For the system without interference terms BU AX X    , the quadratic performance index is shown as formula (10):
Among formula(10), 0 t is the accessing time of control law, 0 x is the state variables when time for control law is accessed (the UAV state collected by the first sensors), ) (t P satisfies the Riccati equation and the boundary conditions , shown as formula (11), (12) :
Thereinto, A and B are the parameters which is firstly obtained, f t is the time of the end, Q and R need to be selected artificially, and P can be calculated by Q and R . Q and R must meet the conditions, the condition of 1: Q is symmetric nonnegative definite matrix, the condition of 2: R is symmetric positive definite matrices. After getting P , the state feedback control law can be got, shown as formula (13):
(14) The control law is same in the system with disturbance and the system without disturbance. For the system with disturbance, the quadratic performance index is shown as formula (15):
In the formula (15), the first item is the optimal performance index of the system without disturbance, and the second item is the model of noise ) (t w , which is generated by its variance matrix
. Therefore, in order to make r J to be minimum,
 must be minimum [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Calculation Optimal Control Law
For the longitudinal channel and lateral channel, the matrix 1 Q , 2 Q and 1 R , 2 R are selected respectively, in which the matrix must meet two conditions, the condition 1: 1 Q and 2 Q are the symmetric nonnegative definite matrix, the conditions 2 : 1 R and 2 R are the symmetric positive definite matrix. 1 P and 2 P can be obtained by formula (11) 
In the formula (17), z  is the value of elevator rudder,  is the value of pitch angle, g  is the given value of pitch angle, z  is the value of pitch angle rate. In the formula (18), x  is the value of aileron rudder, the value of left aileron rudder is positive, the value of right aileron is rudder negative,  is the value of roll angle, g  is given value of roll angle, x  is the value of roll angle rate. In the formula (19), y  is the value of yaw rudder, y  is the value of yaw angle rate.
Calculation of Launch Optimal Control Law Access Time
In order to make the quadratic performance index of the system to be minimum, r J in the formula 
Simulation Results
In order to validate the optimal control law and the best time range of accessing the control system, simulation test is needed to be designed. The simulation test designed in this paper is divided into two parts: digital simulation and semi physical turntable simulation.
Digital Simulation Test
A certain type of UAV is selected as modeling and simulation object, then the state matrix and input matrix are shown as follows: 
The power matrix of longitudinal channel is selected as: 
Through the validation of digital simulation, the control law coefficient can be obtained: 
Semi-physical Turntable Simulation Test
According to the system requirement, the wings of a certain type UAV are spread after UAV leaves the track about 0.5 seconds, and the entire process of spreading wings will last for 3 seconds. At this time, the UAV is in the condition of high acceleration.
Therefore is added from 0.5 seconds to 3.5 seconds after UAV leaves the track, and gradually is reduced to m Kg M y   0 , in order to simulate torque disturbance caused by the nonlinear force of wing rocket.
According to the analysis of the experimental data, the best access time of launch control law is finally determined, which is 0.66 seconds. Under this access time, system can end the oscillation in the shortest time and resume stable state. After a certain type of folding wing UAV leaves the track, the value of rudders according to the control law algorithm are not output. From 0 seconds to 0.66 seconds after UAV leaves the track, the elevator rudder is locked in 4 degree, and the rudders of aileron and roll are locked in 0 degree. Until the UAV leaves the track about 0.66s, control law is accessed into the system to participate control.
Result Analysis
In this paper, under the traditional control scheme and the optimizational control scheme based on the algorithm of launch control law access time using optimal quadratic, simulation tests are carried out respectively. The simulation curves of traditional control scheme are shown in Figure 1 Figure 4 , under the traditional control scheme, when wings are spread, because of the influence of all kinds of complicated interference, attitude angle changes strongly and deviates from the given angle greatly, and attitude angle rate also changes strongly. These actors eventually cause the system to be unstable trend and become oscillation even divergence. Under the optimizational control scheme, control output and the error of given values are very small and the angle rate feedback also plays a good role, so the system can quickly return to a stable state after being disturbed. In the UAV launch segment, the optimizational control scheme can make the control precision of UAV launch period achieve the following indexes: the deviation of attitude angle is shown as
. Therefore, the optimizational control scheme can fully guarantee the UAV stability.
Conclusions
A new optimization algorithm of launch control law access time, for folding wing UAV, is provided in this paper. This optimization algorithm can reduce the influence of step torque disturbance and rotation torque disturbance to be smaller. The optimization algorithm of launch control law access time based on optimal quadratic, successfully solves the control problem in launch segment for folding wing UAV, simultaneously ensures high quality of launch control and flight control. The successful research of the optimizational control scheme based on this new optimization algorithm, has significant military value. This method has been used successfully in the UAV, which fills the blank of intelligent control for folding wing UAV in launch segment at home and abroad. And this new method promotes the development of UAV with fast combat capability.
